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DIRECTORS’ LETTER
In March of 2021, BiodiversityWorks quietly completed our 10th year
as a nonprofit and launched a new decade for the organization. Our
first decade was a period of growth and stability. We grew from a
fledgling organization operating from a single 10’ x 11’ office space to
a stable nonprofit with a loyal donor community who responded to
our appeal and gave over $400,000 in six months for the purchase of
our headquarters property. After a flurry of improvements, including
Luanne Johnson
and Liz Olson
installing mini-splits and basement storage, an interior wall, plumbing
and electrical improvements, 18 Helen Avenue in Vineyard Haven is really feeling like home!
In the next 10 years, you will see us focus even more intently on our mission by engaging in partnerships to reduce
threats to the island’s flora and fauna, including Kayla Smith expanding partnerships to protect beach-nesting
birds. To reduce habitat fragmentation and increase connectivity, we partnered with the Village and Wilderness
Project and launched the Natural Neighbors program with Angela Luckey as the program manager. An island
native with a plethora of backyard knowledge, Angela has visited over 80 yards around the island offering
recommendations specific to each yard and native plant packs to increase diversity. We also welcomed Matt
Pelikan as the Director of The Martha’s Vineyard Atlas of Life, a partnership project with the Betsy and Jesse Fink
Family Foundation. This living atlas project is a dream come true for us in many ways. Not only do we have Matt’s
expertise on staff, but there will finally be an online website people can visit to find current species lists and
natural history information for the island. Look for that launch early in 2022!
As for us, we are humbled by and grateful for the generosity of our donors and inspired by the dedicated
volunteers and enthusiastic interns who serve BiodiversityWorks’ mission alongside us. We look forward to the
year ahead and wish you all wellness and happiness. May all your good come back to you.

Luanne Johnson
Director

and

Liz Olson
Assistant Director

Board Member News

Thank you to Mariah
BenDavid for her service on
our board from 2020-2021!

Welcome Connie Rogers
Roosevelt of New York, NY
and Chappaquiddick as a
new board member!

Welcome Oscar Thompson,
BWorks alumni intern/staff
and new board member!

On the cover (Center): Staff and interns conduct an insect survey at our headquarters as part of the Caterpillar Count project.
Bottom (left to right): Black Skimmer, Lana BenDavid with her native plant pack, and a wing of a little brown bat in July showing
fungus spots on the wing lingering from a winter infection.

A message from the President
When the New Year arrived, we at BiodiversityWorks all wondered
what 2021 would be like. While a few aspects of our work are still
somewhat impacted by another year of the pandemic, most others,
thankfully, have returned to normalcy. And in some very exciting ways,
we have even been able to add some new and truly extraordinary
programs to our organization.
For starters, it was quite satisfying to watch a return to a proper
summer field season and to mentoring conservation-minded teens and
young adults. Mentoring is a foundational part of our mission, so it was
rewarding to once again see young people learn new skills and give
presentations at our Summer Gathering at Tashmoo Springs.
In March 2021 we launched the Martha’s Vineyard Atlas of Life project,
led by island naturalist extraordinaire, Matt Pelikan. A collaborative
project with the Betsy and Jesse Fink Family Foundation, it is citizen
science at its very best. This program recruits even beginning
naturalists, as well as trained ones, to help build our island atlas of life
using the friendly app iNaturalist.
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Natural Neighbors, headed by Angela Luckey, is a partnership with Tom
Chase’s Village and Wilderness Project and supported by the Martha’s
Vineyard Vision Fellowship. Since May, Angela has been working
nonstop with numerous landowners to visit our properties in order to
promote and enhance biodiversity in our own backyards. This is
another way we are meeting our goal of engaging people in hands-on
citizen science, while protecting biodiversity.
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The final new program is the Martha’s Vineyard Bird Club, Director
Luanne Johnson’s vision of promoting birdwatching and networking for
island birders. The club has already drawn many members young and
old for regular outings. It is easy to join and open to all.
And finally, in the boardroom, we are sad to bid farewell to board
member Mariah BenDavid this year. We thank Mariah kindly for her
service and wish her well in her career pursuits! On the flip side, we
welcomed two new board members. Connie Roosevelt brings years of
experience on numerous conservation nonprofit boards. Oscar
Thompson, a BWorks alumni intern, islander, and professional
herpetologist will support program and project development.
This board is very proud of the staff and their work. We are grateful to
them and we are equally grateful to you; our supporters, donors, and
volunteers. We know that you harbor the
same passion and dedication. You make all
that we do possible, and we pledge to
continue our mission together with you.
Thank you sincerely,
David A. Faber

Christopher Neill
Liz Olson
Jeff Peters
Connie Roosevelt
Oscar Thompson
Advisors
Tom Chase (conservation & science)
Gus BenDavid (wildlife)
Staff
Luanne Johnson, Director/Biologist
Liz Olson, Asst. Director/Wildlife Biologist
Angela Luckey, Natural Neighbors Director
Matt Pelikan, MV Atlas of Life Director
Kayla Smith, Wildlife Biologist
BiodiversityWorks’ mission is to promote
biodiversity conservation through
wildlife research and monitoring while
providing opportunities for people to
engage in hands-on nature study.

AN ISLAND TREASURE: SPOTTED TURTLES
Liz Olson, Asst. Director/Wildlife Biologist

During our second year of spotted turtle surveys, we captured, marked, and collected morphometric data on 15
new spotted turtles from four sites on Martha’s Vineyard. Ten were females, three were males, and two were too
small to sex. We also re-captured three turtles (two females and a male) from 2020. We attached radio
transmitters to five turtles this year, giving us nine turtles to track in four locations. Some turtle transmitters were
designed for short-term tracking while others will be tracked for an entire year, but an epoxy failure left us with no
turtles to track this fall/winter. We will be out again next spring to deploy transmitters with better epoxy!
We have learned quite a bit about spotted turtles on the island during two years of
surveys, which were the first extensive surveys since Skip Lazell's work here in the
1970s. We found spotted turtles in almost every area where Lazell reported them
almost 50 years ago, but a couple of wetlands had very few remaining. Our
populations are small compared to other areas of the state, but we have found
several juveniles and gravid (carrying eggs) females, indicating they are reproducing.
The DNA samples we collected from eight individuals will tell us if MV spotted turtles
experienced any loss of genetic diversity and how genetically distinct they are from
populations on Cape Cod and Nantucket. Those results will be valuable in assessing
the viability of this island's spotted turtle population.
We know from our tracking efforts that spotted turtles don’t travel much,
so there may still be undetected populations of these elusive turtles on
the island. In 2022, we will be exploring a few new sites and radio tracking
more individuals. If you have a spotted turtle sighting, new or old, please
reach out to Liz Olson at lizo@biodiversityworksmv.org.

You Found a Spotted Turtle Where?
Early in the morning on July 20th, BWorks’ director, Luanne
Johnson, was surveying for saltmarsh birds and stumbled upon a
spotted turtle in the marsh wrack line along the shore of
Sengekontacket Pond. It was like winning the Wildlife Lottery:
few people just happen upon a spotted turtle on Martha’s
Vineyard! We know of only two down-Island spotted turtle
populations, both in fresh water wetlands about a half-mile away.
This turtle either made an epic and salty journey, or he was from
an unknown population near where he was found.
In total, we found 3 spotted turtles in salt marshes this season,
which is unusual for this freshwater species. Their saltmarsh use
may be linked to groundwater seeps near where they were
found, so we plan to test salinity in those locations in 2022.
Named “Wilson” by staff consensus, after Tom Hanks’s volleyball
friend in the movie “Castaway,” this adventuresome turtle was
fitted with a small transmitter on his shell and released at his
capture site. A few days later, we tracked him to a freshwater wetland about 300 yards inland. However, there are
no prior records of spotted turtles in that wetland. Was this his home wetland? Does he have some turtle buddies
there? Unfortunately, Wilson’s transmitter detached due to bad epoxy before we could answer these questions.
Next season we hope to survey to assess the population size in this wetland and hopefully recapture Wilson.
Tracking spotted turtles has shown us how little they
move and that their home ranges are quite small. Most
significant movements were by gravid females searching
for nesting spots or movements upland when wetlands
dried-up. The map to the left shows locations for a male
and female spotted turtle at a site in Oak Bluffs from
6/11/2020 - 12/12/2020 in the summer and fall. You can
see that they didn’t spend much time near one another,
except that Myrtle’s capture location was within Clovis’s
core home range. In June 2021, Myrtle returned there.
We think this is where she nests!
Spotted turtles estivate in the summer. In 2021, a very
rainy summer, the turtles we tracked remained in their
wetlands resting under banks or vegetation to wait out
hot, dry periods as water levels stayed high. By contrast,
last year’s dry summer had several of our turtles moving
into the uplands when their wetlands dried-out. Tracking
spotted turtles over multiple years gives us important
information on how behavior and habitat use varies
during different seasons and rainfall scenarios.

Thank you to these landowners and funders for making this project possible
Landowners: Barbara and Chris Cole, Jennifer and John Fisher, Hidden Cove Association, the Martha’s Vineyard Land
Bank, Mass Audubon Felix Neck, and Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation.
Funding: The Edey Foundation, the George G. and Doris B. Daniels Wildlife Trust, and unrestricted gifts.

MENTORING PROGRAM

Ingrid Moore, Lizzie Hammond, Delilah Hammarlund, Angela Luckey, Oona Carroll, and Edward Champ were all smiles after building our first snake hibernaculum.

With COVID-19 precautions in place, we were excited to return to an inperson mentoring program this summer. Oona Carroll, a sophomore at
Falmouth Academy, Delilah Hammarlund, a senior at MVRHS, and
Edward Champ, a sophomore at Collegiate School in New York City,
were our high school interns who reported to BWorks headquarters
every Wednesday morning from late June to August.
Wednesdays began with a staff meeting, followed by naturalist training
time, a presentation on one of our wildlife projects, or a visit from a
guest scientist. Afterwards, interns spent the rest of the day afield with
our staff. Our visiting scientists were Lucy Keith-Diagne, Executive
Director and Biologist at the African Aquatic Conservation Fund, who
taught us about West African manatee conservation, and Paul Goldstein,
Research Entomologist & Curator of Noctuoidea for the Smithsonian
Institution and USDA, who shared his extensive knowledge of the island’s
moth species.
On different days of the week, Sarah Haggett, a junior and wildlife
major at Paul Smith’s College, and Kasey Varkonda, a recent graduate
from MVRHS, also interned with us. They spent full days afield with our
staff, developing field skills and learning about wildlife conservation.
Over the summer, interns learned about spotted turtle biology and
behavior, beach-nesting bird conservation, insect monitoring and
phenology, bat population monitoring, and threats to biodiversity. We
put learning into practice constructing a snake hibernaculum at a site
with black racers so they don’t have to cross the road to find a place to
rest in the winter.

Interns Sarah Haggett (above) and Kasey
Varkonda (below) became spotted turtle fans
during their internships!

Seasonal wildlife staff are vital to our programs. From protecting beach-nesting
birds on hot July days to tracking spotted turtles through swamps of poison ivy and
seed tick-bombs, we train and rely on our seasonal staff to complete their assigned
tasks and to help mentor interns.

Lizzy Hammond joined us in April for a six-month beach-nesting bird assistant
position. Hired through the Student Conservation Association (SCA), Lizzy migrated
from sunny San Diego, California and quickly became a plover lover! A recent
graduate from Gonzaga University in Washington, where she studied biology and
public relations, she was excited for her first field job. Although it was a tough year
for beach-nesting birds, we were lucky to have Lizzy’s strong work ethic and
positive attitude to get us through the season!
Jamie Christie joined us in May as a seasonal Wildlife Technician. A 2021
graduate from Ohio University with a degree in Environmental Biology, Jamie
spent much of the summer checking spotted turtle live traps and tracking tagged
turtles. He put his passion for entomology and photography into practice
launching a caterpillar phenology study at our headquarters with the interns, and
uploading observations into the Martha’s Vineyard Atlas of Life.
Ingrid Moore, a senior at MVRHS, returned as a
Wildlife Conservation Assistant in her fourth
season with us and was ready for independent
field missions. She tracked spotted turtles,
educated beach goers about beach-nesting birds,
and assisted with bat netting late into the night. Ingrid is a natural at field biology,
and recently earned the rank of Eagle Scout. Congratulations, Ingrid!
The teens and young adults in our mentoring program were enthusiastic, inquisitive,
and capable. We hope many of you had a chance to chat with them at our Summer
Gathering. Their eagerness to address the conservation challenges facing the world
today, and their hope for the future inspired us all summer.

Thank you to our Volunteers!
Every year, volunteers contribute many hours of their time to help us help wildlife. This year, they protected and
monitored beach-nesting birds, entered camera trap data, managed invasive plants around our headquarters,
removed trees felled by storms, and made improvements to our office space. We are grateful for the gift of their
time, skills, and labor.
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Martha’s Vineyard Atlas of Life
Matt Pelikan, MVAL Program Director

In a significant expansion of its capacity and ambition, BiodiversityWorks launched its Martha’s Vineyard Atlas
of Life (MVAL) project in February 2021. Generously supported by the Betsy and Jesse Fink Family Foundation,
which provided funding for MVAL staff, consulting, and website design, the MVAL has two interrelated
objectives. One is scientific: to compile the most comprehensive data possible on the globally important,
sometimes quirky biodiversity of Martha’s Vineyard. The other goal is social: to engage as much of the Island’s
human community as possible in studying, appreciating, and advocating for our shared biological heritage.
The Vineyard is famous for its biological diversity and,
especially, its wealth of rare species. All of us at
BiodiversityWorks believe this should be both a source of
pride and an impetus for good stewardship for the Island’s
human community. The Vineyard is particularly rich in
regionally rare moths and plants, but it seems like every
significant study of Vineyard wildlife leads to unexpected or
important discoveries. Many species, like the purple tiger
beetle pictured to the left, are common here despite being
rare enough regionally to be listed under the Massachusetts
Endangered Species Act. This precious biological wealth
calls for ongoing research and sound management, and the
MVAL project was conceived to address those needs.
The MVAL draws data from two main sources. The first is the extensive body of existing information about
Vineyard wildlife, compiled by a host of notable naturalists who have lived or worked here. In a significant advance
for island nature studies, Island Life, co-authored by Allan Keith and the late Stephen Spongberg in 2008, compiled
records from a range of documents and collections into a book-length compendium of Vineyard species lists and
analysis. With the cooperation of Allan Keith, BiodiversityWorks began the process of digitizing the book’s text and
checklists in 2019, making them easier to update as new discoveries occur. An MVAL website now in development
will provide a home for a user-friendly digitized version of “Island Life,” with re-edited and updated information
easily available and searchable on the internet. Over time, we’ll be adding information on additional taxonomic
groups to this existing body of data.

Seldom Seen
Citizen Science
The MVAL also makes extensive use
of iNaturalist.org, a natural history
web platform operated by the
National Geographic Society and
the California Academy of Sciences.
Perhaps the most popular and
powerful “citizen science” site on
the web, “iNat” is a huge database
of wildlife sightings, currently more
than 86 million worldwide. Built-in
artificial intelligence offers
identification help to users who
aren’t sure what they found, and other iNaturalist users, including many
world-class experts, help refine, confirm, or correct identifications.
Using iNat’s ability to select records based on geography,
BiodiversityWorks has established a “project” on iNaturalist that
aggregates observations from Martha’s Vineyard: currently more than
12,000 sightings from about 1,000 observers, representing more than
2,400 species. This data set is far from complete. Rare species and species
that are either difficult to notice or hard to photograph or identify are
surely underrepresented. But the coverage and usefulness of the data set
grows with every new contribution. Combined with the tools for selecting
and sorting data that are built into iNaturalist, the MVAL iNat project
(www.inaturalist.org/projects/martha-s-vineyard-atlas-of-life) already
offers a powerful and accessible resource for exploring the distribution and
seasonality of Island wildlife.

It’s sometimes hard to tell if a species is truly
rare, or just rarely reported. Flies are by any
measure under-studied, but the MVAL project on
iNaturalist already suggests that Martha’s
Vineyard may play an outsized role in supporting
regional diversity of these ecologically important
insects.

Spectacular work by iNaturalist user Ophis
documented an apparent Limonia domestica
crane fly in West Tisbury last August. The nearest
other records in iNaturalist come from the New
York City area. The full observation can be viewed
at www.inaturalist.org/observations/102115312

Building Skills
The MVAL also runs programs to encourage nature study and help
Vineyard residents and visitors build their field skills. Webinars this past
summer addressed topics including butterfly ID and ecology, using
iNaturalist, and the importance and diversity of flies. (Though of enormous
ecological importance, flies are virtually unstudied on the Vineyard. But
see the sidebar for examples of how iNaturalist is helping fill that data gap
and show the Vineyard’s role in supporting fly diversity.) Insect
photography and studying Orthoptera were among the subjects addressed
in field workshops over the summer. Stay tuned to our website, social
media, and monthly eNews to learn about webinars scheduled for this
winter. For 2022, we’re planning more webinars and in-person field
outings, a volunteer-based bee monitoring project, and several “bioblitzes”
– intensive, multi-participant, one-day wildlife searches on a single
property. 2022 will also see the official launch of the MVAL website, a
central hub for information about Vineyard wildlife.
Vineyarders live in the best place in the world. Join us in learning about,
celebrating, and protecting our island’s irreplaceable biological diversity!

The only observation in iNaturalist of the “stiletto
fly” Brachylina morata is this one, photographed
by Nathaniel Sharp in Aquinnah in June 2021.
www.inaturalist.org/observations/83256400

Aside from two unconfirmed Connecticut
observations, this July 2021 sighting of Tetanops
luridipennis from a yard in Oak Bluffs is the only
iNaturalist record for all of New England.
www.inaturalist.org/observations/88159343
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Martha’s Vineyard Bird Club Takes Flight!
In the spring of 2021, BWorks’ Director and Wildlife Biologist, Luanne
Johnson, was birding with her companions Margaret Curtin and Nancy
Weaver. Margaret mentioned that more and more people were asking
her to take them birding, and Luanne had the same experience.
Together, the trio hatched a plan to start a bird club to help birders
meet one another. Their pitch was received enthusiastically by island
birders, and the Martha’s Vineyard Bird Club was formed in September.
The club’s mission is to promote bird watching, educate about birds and
the ecosystems they inhabit, and build community among and between
birders, regardless of their age, race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual
orientation, ability, or birding experience.
Congratulations to the elected club officers: President Shea Fee,
Treasurer David Padulo, and Secretary Lisa Maxfield. The club has two
core activities, which are both free: Birding 101 programs for beginning
birders, and group birding. Birding 101 focuses on learning how to use
binoculars and basic bird identification skills. Group birding outings offer
both experts and beginners the opportunity to watch birds together and
build community. Local birders lead these free walks twice a month on
Saturdays. To join the club, learn more, or view the birding calendar,
visit the Martha’s Vineyard Bird Club web page
https://biodiversityworksmv.org/birding-mv/marthas-vineyard-bird-club/.
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Natural Neighbors
Angela Luckey, Program Director

In the spring of 2021, we launched the Natural Neighbors program, which is a partnership between
BiodiversityWorks and the Village and Wilderness Project, with support from the Martha’s Vineyard Vision
Fellowship. Natural Neighbors seeks to increase habitat and connectivity across the island by engaging individuals
and neighborhoods to add features that benefit plants, pollinators, and wildlife and make the property an
ecological source of biodiversity, rather than a sink. During site visits, we assess water, cover and diversity of native
plants to inform customized management recommendations that consider existing attributes and the individual’s
interests and abilities.
We began conducting site visits with property owners across
the island in June. To date, 81 individuals have enrolled in the
program and many have taken steps to implement our
recommendations. One obstacle we heard initially was lack of
local genotype native plants for sale on the island. In
September, Natural Neighbors partnered with Polly Hill
Arboretum to help them promote their local genotype native
plants and to offer NN participants kits containing 25 plugs of
five species along with recommendations on where to plant
each species. The plant species selected for the kits were
chosen for their need in wider distribution, key ecological role
for pollinators and other wildlife, and aesthetic appeal. In one
month, we sold a total of 54 kits – which was 1,350 plant plugs!
Natural Neighbors will be offering native plant kits again in 2022,
and we hope it will be a CSA –type program where you can buy
ahead to support propagation of your native plants. Stay tuned
for more information!

Porter Olson planted a native meadow in his yard
where he plans to search for butterflies and
caterpillars in a few years. Small, steps are big
wins for biodiversity!

Our outreach efforts this fall included presentations to the Oak Bluffs 8th grade science class on the Natural
Neighbors program and to the Garden Club on gardening for birds. Discussions for both talks emphasized the
importance of holistic thinking in determining what is a productive yard and the dynamic relationships between
plants, arthropods, birds, amphibians, and reptiles.

Hear what people have to say about the Natural Neighbors Program.
“The site visit was marvelous and first-rate … totally enlightening and enjoyable. Angela really knew her stuff. And
the follow up report was rich with information and ideas and references. I’m anxious to put the report to good use
and upgrade the biodiversity of our property. The whole experience was A+!” – Gayle Mone
“The ideas of what to plant, included with a map with zones of my yard, is just what I needed. To know what areas
will offer the best combination of sun and shade, to get natural flora and fauna to flourish around my house is very
exciting. I am going to be able to help the bees with flowers, to offer the birds, insects, and little mammals a place
to eat and live around my area. To have plantings and grasses, instead of a decorative lawn that requires mowing is
just what I wanted. Now, implementation is ahead, but I can do it, now that I know what to put where. Thank you,
thank you.” – Suzanne Warren
“It’s really wonderful to have Vineyard native plants available now from reputable sources like BiodiversityWorks
and Polly Hill Arboretum. They can be just as showy as non-natives, and tend also to be drought and salt resistant,
perennial, and to need minimal care. They are a great part of the Natural Neighbors Program.” – Phil Henderson

Recommendations in Action – Safe Places for Snakes
Two participants acted on constructing snake
overwintering sites on their property. Snakes are
integral to healthy ecosystems, serving as both
predator and prey within the food web and providing
natural pest control. While snakes may frighten some
people, take comfort in knowing there are no
venomous snakes on the island and larger snakes eat
mice that are reservoirs of tick-borne diseases.
Snakes need underground spaces with constant
temperature and humidity during the cold winter
months when they go into torpor. These places are
known as hibernacula. In the fall, some snakes must
cross busy roads to find the right conditions for the
winter months. Creating a safe overwintering site on
your property can help keep snakes and their
ecosystem services on your land, but it is important
to choose the right location, and Natural Neighbors
can help you.
It’s going to take a village to save the island’s native
flora and fauna. Natural Neighbors is working to grow
a community of hands-on ‘doers’ who want their land
to be a biodiversity haven. We are providing them
with the tools to have a meaningful impact. Email
Angela to sign up for a yard visit email
angelal@biodiversityworksmv.org

While digging a hole below the frost line for a hibernaculum, Roy Hope came across
a milk snake, the first he’d seen since living on the property. Shortly after the
hibernaculum was complete the milk snake was exploring its new digs!

Beach-Nesting Bird Conservation Program
Kayla Smith, Wildlife Biologist

This season, our staff, interns, and volunteers work together to monitor 14 beaches across the island in our
beach-nesting bird conservation program. Each spring, piping plovers, American oystercatchers, least terns,
common terns, and black skimmers return to nest and rear their chicks on Martha’s Vineyard beaches that are
also prized by people and dogs for recreation. From April through August, we monitor beaches in our program
three times per week, from courtship through chick fledging, to protect the birds during their entire nesting
cycle and help beachgoers see and appreciate these beautiful and fascinating birds.
We protected 43 pairs of piping plovers (PIPL) in 2021, which was
an increase of nine pairs for our program. Several beaches
supported more nesting pairs than we have ever documented,
and two pairs nested on beaches that have been vacant for many
years. However, nest predation, heavy rain, and overwash from
storm tides contributed to lower nest success than in 2020 and
triggered a lot of re-nesting. Thus, the 43 PIPL pairs made 78
nest attempts in 2021 compared to 45 nests for 34 pairs in 2020.
Only 19% (15/78) of PIPL nests hatched in 2021 compared to 58%
(26/45) in 2020. Predation was the highest source of nest loss,
but wind and rain erased predator tracks in most cases, limiting
our ability to determine which predator took the eggs.
For the 15 PIPL pairs that hatched chicks, the fledge rate was on par with the average over the last decade of
48% (22/46) of chicks survived to fledge. However, because so few chicks hatched, productivity was only 0.51
chicks fledged per pair. We celebrate these 22 fledglings that are probably in the Bahamas now!

Piping plover chicks half way to fledging. Two of the 22
chicks fledged this year.

American oystercatcher pair numbers also increased in
2021 after an excellent 2020 season. We jumped from 10 to 15 nesting pairs at sites we monitor; however, they
suffered losses to both egg and chick predation. Only 35% (9/26) of AMOY nest attempts hatched in 2021 versus
75% (9/12) in 2020, and only 41% (9/22) of chicks fledged compared to 91% (20/22) in 2020. Thus, AMOY
productivity fell to 0.6 chicks fledged per pair versus 2.00 per pair last year.

The news wasn’t any better for the colonial nesting birds we monitor. Least terns, common terns and black
skimmers also had a poor season. A severe nor’easter in late May overwashed many nests, and then predators ate
eggs, causing colony abandonment. We monitored and protected over 350 nesting least terns (LETE) pairs across
five different sites, but four of those colonies had 10 or fewer pairs. All of the small colonies failed due to egg
predation. Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation’s (SMF) Little Beach in Edgartown supported the bulk of the LETE pairs
that we monitored, but most of the least terns abandoned after the nor’easter storm tides overwashed many nests
and black-crowned night-herons (BCNH) depredated chicks and eggs.
Little Beach also supported all of the common terns (COTE) and black
skimmers (BLSK) that we monitored this season. Working with the SMF
staff, we counted and monitored a record high number of nesting COTE
(530 pairs), but BCNH predation was extensive. We found hundreds of
COTE eggs abandoned with large holes pecked in them and night-heron
tracks nearby.
A camera trap image of a black
crowned night heron hunting within the
LETE colony.

Our staff monitored the BLSK, which also had a record number of nesting
pairs (19 pairs), but they only fledged 2 chicks due to heron predation. We
are investigating ways to deter the night-herons next year.

After last year’s excellent productivity, this season was very depressing. We celebrated small wins and take heart in
knowing we helped the birds as best we could by making their nesting areas safe from disturbance. These are
long-lived birds, and they will return to nest again next year. We’ll be there for them.

2021 Beach-Nesting Bird Productivity
(Sites Monitored by BiodiversityWorks)
PIPL Chicks
AMOY Chicks
AMOY Pairs
Fledged
Fledged

Productivity

BLSK Pairs

BLSK Chicks
Fledged

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

320 LETE

poor

520 COTE

poor

19 BLSK

2

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Lucy Vincent

1

3

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Stonewall Pond

1

0

1

0

6 LETE

none

0

0

0

0

Squibnocket

3

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moshup

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dogfish Bar

10

2

1

0

8 LETE

none

0

0

0

0

Lamberts Cove Beach

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

West Tashmoo

3

5

1

0

10 LETE

none

0

0

0

0

Totals

43 PIPL
Pairs

22 Chicks
Fledged

15 AMOY
Pairs

9 Chicks
Fledged

354 LETE
Pairs

Poor
Productivity

520 COTE
Pairs

Poor
Productivity

19 BLSK
Pairs

2 Chicks
Fledged

SITE

PIPL Pairs

LETE Pairs

Productivity COTE Pairs

Edgartown Lighthouse

3

2

0

0

10 LETE

none

Caleb's Pond

0

0

1

0

0

Little Beach/Eel Pond

5

6

4

1

Edgartown Great Pond

8

3

3

Oyster/Watcha

4

0

Black Point Pond

1

Chilmark Pond

Thank you to the Robert Graham Foundation, Edey Foundation, Gus and Doris B. Daniels Wildlife Trust, Sheriff’s
Meadow Foundation, the Chilmark Pond Associat ion, the Town of Edgartown , the Trustees of Pohogonot Trust,
and our donors who support beach-nesting bird conservation.

Monitoring the Northern-most Colony of Black Skimmers
Kayla Smith, Wildlife Biologist

For the third year in a row, Martha’s Vineyard hosted the northern-most nesting colony of black skimmers
(BLSK)on the Atlantic coast, and these birds selected Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation’s Little Beach as their
nesting site again this year. This season we monitored 19 nesting pairs, which is the highest colony count ever
recorded in Massachusetts.
We launched a banding and re-sight project in 2017
with MassWildlife and The Trustees to help us learn
more about the migration patterns, survival rates, and
nesting habits of BLSK at the northern extent of their
range, and we communicate regularly with other BLSK
biologists along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Although
we had to pause the banding portion of the project in
2021 due to predator impacts, we continued gathering
valuable re-sight data on our previously banded birds.
Since 2017, we have banded 36 chicks and received
over 70 re-sights from field ornithologists and birders
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.
 Survivorship within this northernmost colony is particularly good thus far, with 52% (12/23) banded
BLSK chicks surviving to their fourth year.
 These banded chicks are also proving to have strong site fidelity – with 75% (9/12) returning to
Martha’s Vineyard to nest as adults. The other three joined colonies in New York and New Jersey.
 Since 2017, 69% (25/36) of these banded BLSK have been seen at least once outside of Martha’s
Vineyard.

E2 as a chick at Norton Point in 2017 (left)
and as an adult at Lido Beach, New York in
2021 (right).

The skimmers may not nest at Little Beach in 2022 after they failed to hatch or fledge most chicks due to black
crowned night-heron predation, but if they return to Martha’s Vineyard we’ll be working with our partners to
continue our banding and re-sight project.

Snapshot USA – camera traps and science students survey mammals

This fall, BiodiversityWorks partnered with the Edgartown (ED), West Tisbury (WT), and Martha’s Vineyard Public
Charter School 7th and 8th grade science students to participate in Snapshot USA, a nationwide effort to monitor
mammal populations with “camera traps” in September and October each year.
Using automatic game cameras and Wildlife Insights image-processing software, researchers participating in
Snapshot USA sample sites in all 50 states across multiple habitats and levels of human development. Vineyard
students and BWorks biologists Luanne Johnson and Liz Olson deployed 12 cameras in the Edgartown cemetery,
golf course, and school property (anthropogenic habitat) and 12 more
cameras in forest habitat in West Tisbury.
After we collected 400 camera-nights of data and 33,000 images, Liz
worked with students and volunteers teaching them to use the Wildlife
Insights platform that uses artificial intelligence (AI) to identify the
mammal species captured on camera. A goal of the project is for users
to help the AI learn by correcting its mistakes, like when it identified a
skunk in the image above as a wild boar! Like all new technology,
Wildlife Insights had a few glitches, but it made processing thousands of
images much easier than going through one photo at a time.
Overall, we collected a representative “snapshot” of the mammals in
each site and the data showed similar species diversity, except one WT
camera had frequent visits by an unknown mouse species. No surprise,
the wild mammal recorded most frequently was the white-tailed deer
(0.65 deer/camera night), and deer were captured on more cameras in
WT forest habitat (11/12) than in ED anthropogenic habitat (6/11). Only
the cameras on the forest edge in ED captured deer.
Eastern cottontail and Gray squirrels were also captured frequently (0.27
rabbits/camera night and 0.11 squirrels/camera night) but not evenly
across cameras (2-4 cameras/site), so it is possible those cameras were
visited daily by resident animals. While skunks are abundant here on the
Vineyard, we actually did not capture many of them or racoons on
camera. This is likely due to camera placements. Most skunk captures
were in the cemetery, which is not suprising given skunks love to grub in
lawns.

Thank you to the Farm Neck Foundation for a 2020 grant that
funded the 24 game cameras and essentials for this project.

Island Bats on the Brink
Luanne Johnson, Wildlife Biologist

Over my 30 year career as a conservation biologist I’ve learned that persistence and patience are key. Studying rare
species means we spend a lot of time searching for them and coming up with nothing. It’s checking empty nets,
night after night, until that one magical moment when we capture our study animal. You might wonder what
makes us stick with it. Well, with the Northern long-eared bats (Myotis septentrionalis, MYSE), those magical
capture moments certainly help fuel our persistence, but we really stick with it because these amazing and tiny
mammals are threatened with extinction and it’s our job to figure out what we can do to save them. This has been
our focus since 2015 here on Martha’s Vineyard (MV) and that of our partners on Nantucket (Nantucket
Conservation Foundation) and Long Island (LI) (NY DEC and SUNY Albany) since 2017.
MYSE have all but vanished from inland New England due to white-nose syndrome (WNS), caused by a cold-loving
fungus (Pseudogymnoascus destructans, Pd) that was introduced from Europe. Millions of bats have died from
WNS and it continues to spread west. Amidst this crisis, our coastal MYSE offer some hope as we have documented
MYSE persisting on LI, MV, and Nantucket, even though Pd has been found on them and in places where they
hibernate. Here are some of our key findings:







MYSE are hibernating in winter locally on these islands using crawl spaces with dirt floors or cinderblock
basements with bulkhead doors. These places mimic cave environments, however, these features are often
in older homes that are being sold and torn down or remodeled.
MYSE are active on the landscape late into November and they emerge in late March. This means the
hibernation season is shorter on the islands verses the mainland where bats hibernate from October 1st to
April 30th. That shorter hibernation period means a shorter window of infection with the Pd fungus. This is
likely one of the mechanisms of their survival on the islands. Once MYSE begin to feed in the spring and
roost in sunny locations, their Pd load diminishes. On MV, 100% of MYSE swabbed for Pd in the spring
tested positive (see image of an infected wing in May above), but that dropped to 33% in the summer.
We captured insects in the winter months, with higher numbers in December and March on these coastal
islands. The insects were primarily flies (Diptera), which fuel hungry MYSE in these fringe months.
Preliminary results from DNA samples indicate MYSE from MV and LI are from the same population as
MYSE from Washington, D.C., Virginia and North Carolina. However, MV MYSE are more
homogeneous, potentially showing signs of a bottleneck or founder effect. We are awaiting a second
analysis that will include samples from Nantucket MYSE to tell us more.

After determining that MYSE are under threat locally from house demolitions, we prioritized testing designs
for hibernacula that mimic crawl spaces. With a grant from the US Fish & Wildlife Service, we’ll begin
constructing these on conservation land in summer 2022 and test lures to attract MYSE to them in the fall.

PROGRAM APPEAL for 2022
Thank you to those of you who have contributed thus far to get
us to 63% of our year-end fundraising goal. We also thank
everyone who donated to our social media Giving Tuesday field
equipment fundraiser that raised $970 to replenish all of our
field supplies!
We need to raise $31,848 by December 31st to reach our goal of
$85,000 for the program fund in 2022. These donations are vital
to research and monitoring as we use the funding to hire
seasonal staff and to support wildlife surveys that do not have
grant or contract support, or where grants do not cover the
entire project budget.
In 2022, the program fund will support the black skimmer
banding and population study, American woodcock surveys,
research to design hibernation sites for northern long-eared bats,
tiger beetle surveys, and efforts to plan under road passes to
reduce turtle and snake mortality.
If you haven’t made your annual donation, please use the
enclosed envelope to mail your gift today, donate online, or visit
our website http://biodiversityworksmv.org/support-us/ to print
a donation form or us DAF Direct. Know that we’ll put your donation to work for wildlife across the island.
Other ways to donate
We accept gifts of stock through our brokerage account and matching gifts from employers too!
Call Luanne at 800.690.099 or email her at LuanneJ@biodiversityworksmv.org for more information.

63RD MARTHA'S VINEYARD CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT
SUNDAY, JANUARY 2, 2022
This year’s Christmas Bird Count will be on Sunday, Jan. 2nd 2022. Due to
COVID-19 and the Omicron variant, teams are sticking with their regular
members to be as safe as possible while they make an effort to count every
bird in their territories from pre-dawn to dusk.
For those of you with bird feeders, please contribute to the count by keeping a
feeder list for the morning or day.
For your feeder data to be useful, we need to know how much time you spent
watching, the species you observed, and the highest count of each species you
see together at one time.
Visit https://biodiversityworksmv.org/our-projects/mvcbc/to download instructions and data sheets. You can snap
an image of your data sheet or fill one out online, and email it to mvbirdcount@gmail.com.

www.biodiversityworksmv.org

455 State Road PMB 179
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

